Testimony in Practice

One Sunday a couple years ago, my church gave space for testimonies during its morning worship service. While testimonies are regularly given in the youth group, it is unusual for this to occur in the main worship service. I felt my pulse quicken as the time for testifying unfolded.

It was New Year’s Day, the first Sunday of 2012. One of the pastors on staff stood and invited those who were so inclined to stand and offer a two- or three-sentence testimony concerning where they had seen God at work in their life over the past year. I pulled out a notepad and prepared to take notes. I was nervous. Was anyone going to testify? If they did, were these testimonies going to be pertinent to the question asked? Would the testimonies turn into lengthy sermons? I wondered who was going to testify; honestly, I assumed those testifying would be in their sixties and seventies—congregants who may have regularly given witness during their early, formative years. What I saw brought me great joy.

Eight people testified, four women and four men. Their ages ranged from the early twenties to the late eighties. All eight testimonies were both appropriate and edifying. They all stayed within the length parameters given (two or three sentences), and all spoke explicitly of God’s actions. One testimony neglected to contain a narrative kernel, prompting me to interpret her words as more of a confession of praise than a testimony in the strictest sense. But it was, nevertheless, edifying. One man praised the Lord for a cancer-free year. Another simply praised God for his faithfulness concerning a family situation. The atmosphere was electric. We sat in what felt like a holy awe, waiting, anticipating what was going to happen next.

What surprised me the most were the nationalities of those speaking. The church I attend is predominantly white and middle class. Of the eight people who testified, three were African American, one was Israeli, another was Haitian, and the remaining three were Caucasian. This time for testifying provided space for the marginalized in our midst to be heard, giving the congregation the opportunity to listen to voices we might otherwise not have.

Despite their familiarity with the practice of testifying, none of the teenagers stood to speak. I was not disappointed. Instead, I was overwhelmed with gratitude that the teenagers to my right and to my left were being exposed to the spiritual narratives of those both older and different from them, to a language in which many of us long to be proficient.

It is good for Christians to testify. It is edifying for Christians to testify. It is also very dangerous for Christians to testify. If the great theologian Karl Barth admits his inability to speak of God, what of the laity? What of adolescent laity? With testimony comes a potentially dangerous shift of power. The clergy are no longer the only ones speaking of God; the laity is given a platform as well. Those with an ecclesial history of testifying can easily identify the
dangers: testimonies that drag on in such a way that the congregation gets another sermon; testimonies that are repeated week after week, word for word, leaving the congregation not with a new word of edification but with an old, worn-out story that functions as a kind of sentimental liturgy; and testimonies that highlight the speaker as opposed to God. Perhaps most dangerous of all are the testimonies that attribute things to God that ought not be attributed to God, leaving the congregation with harmful theological assertions that must be cleaned up later by the pastor. Allowing the laity, regardless of their age, to speak of God is both empowering and dangerous.

— Taken from chapter five, “Testimony in Practice”
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